Pressure Washing
vs. Soft Washing:
PROS AND CONS

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
A NEW WAY TO WASH YOUR HOME?
Even though pressure washing and soft washing are
often used interchangeably, there are some
significant differences between the two methods.
Soft washing uses a low-pressure setting to remove
dirt and grime from surfaces, while pressure
washing blasts away dirt with high water pressure.
In this blog post, we will discuss the benefits of
pressure washing and soft washing, as well as
provide suggestions for determining which method
is best for you.

PRESSURE WASHING
Let's talk about pressure washing first.

WHAT IS PRESSURE WASHING?

When pressure washing, dirt is removed from
surfaces with a high-pressure spray. Since the
pressure is typically higher than what can be achieved
with soft washing, it is the perfect choice for heavy
stains on concrete surfaces only.
One drawback of pressure washers is that they may
cause damage to surfaces that are too delicate.
Additionally, the high pressure of the water spray can
damage brick or stone surfaces you didn't intend for
it to hit.

SOFT WASHING
Let's talk about soft washing next.
WHAT IS SOFT WASHING?
A soft wash system uses a low-pressure water stream
to remove loose dirt without causing any of the damage
caused by pressure washing.
In most cases, soft washing uses the same nozzle that
pressure washers use to blast water at high pressures.
Unlike pressure washers, soft washing does NOT
damage delicate surfaces such as brick or stone.
Soft washing can also be used to remove dirt and grime
from painted surfaces and stained surfaces without
harming the surface.

SO HOW DO I DECIDE WHAT
METHOD IS BEST FOR MY HOME?

If your goal is to effectively
clean your shingle or metal
roofs and to remove mold,
mildew and algae from exterior
surfaces go with soft washing.

If you have hard-to-remove
stains on your driveway or
concrete areas, pressure
washing would be a better
solution.

Although soft washing cannot
remove tough stains as
effectively as pressure washers,
you should choose soft
washing over high-pressure
water spray if you prefer a less
abrasive method of cleaning
your surfaces.

Both methods have pros and cons, but hiring a professional
can help you decide which method is right for you.

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A NEW WAY TO
CLEAN YOUR HOME?
Soft washing is a gentler alternative to pressure
washing. The soft-washing process uses
low-pressure water streams to remove dirt and
grime without damaging delicate surfaces such as
brick, asphalt shingles or stone. In addition, it can
gently remove dirt and grime from painted and
stained surfaces without damaging them.

Contact us today to learn how
we can help you clean your home

dprowash.com

